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PREFACE
History of ANSA.
ANSA originated as result of fishing developments following the war, an increasing number of anglers
started using modern tackle mainly bait casting rods and reels imported from the U.S., for bass,
barramundi and for surfcasting. Developments are reflected clearly in magazines of the period.
(Outdoors was first published in 1948, Anglers Digest in 1950).
There was an increasing recognition that the sporting value of many Australian species was not reflected
in existing organisations.
From 1960 forward, a number of people had thought of the idea of a new sportfishing organisation. I do
not know who was "first" to think of it but I do know that it was discussed for quite a few years by
Sydney anglers and people such as myself - a country boy. I can put a finger on one such discussion, held
on the roadside just south of Kiama, between myself, Jack Erskine and Ed Pratt. That was January 1964
during my first round Australia trip. I had started my exploration of Australian fishing on July 1 1963.
The next couple of years, after repeated visits, I had realised that North Queensland offered the most
potential for a fishing future. Others such as George Bransford had decided the same way.
I built my home in Cardwell in 1966, with the bricklaying being done by my friend Ed Pratt, who had
moved north to Cairns about the same time. The ANSA concept was understood by a number of Cairns
anglers, and I believe its success came because it reflected what was happening to Australian fishing. It
could not have succeeded otherwise.
In February 1967 we formed the "Australian National Sportfishing Association" at a meeting in the old
hall at Yorkey's Knob, just north of Cairns.
Within a few months a constitution had been drawn up and an account opened in the Cairns branch of
the Bank of NSW in the name of the "Australian National Sportfishing Association" It is worth a
mention that the late Wal Hardy was patron of that initial organisation.
Dick Lewers recorded that the NSW group "got the message" of the Cairns movement and responded by
forming what was then the NSW division of ANSA on Saturday August 12 1967.
Three months later, in November 1967, Jack Erskine and Clyde Kelton with three NSW sport fishermen
from Wollongong, John Kettle, Peter Fuller, and Bill Ferguson visited North Queensland in a light
plane. Discussions took place with the Cairns group and the accepted name of ANSA was endorsed by
both groups. However, it had already become clear that the NSW fraternity would not accept the Cairns
constitution. Then, as now, State Divisions (branches) were more representative of regional interests.
Accordingly, the Cairns ANSA group met on February 7 1968 and became instead the Cairns
Sportfishing Club.
At this time there was no Queensland Division as such, however Dick Lewers and the National
Organisation have always recognised that the Cairns Sportfishing Club has the unique distinction of
being the first ANSA club.
The first NSW ANSA club was the St.George Sportfishing club, which had its first general meeting on
November 13 1968. On December 13 1969 the first official body was formed as the "Australian National
Sportfishing Association". The original A.N.S.A. badge design was selected from a competition
published in "AUSTRALIAN SPORTFISHING", Summer edition 1969. The winning design was
submitted by John Renolds, Liverpool, NSW.
It was agreed to form the first record chart from the then existing Queensland and N.S.W. record charts.
ANSA's first official Queensland division was formed on August 5 1970 with only three clubs - Cairns,
Maryborough, and Cardwell, with a State total of 150 members.
So far as ANSA goes the story since has been one of steady growth. We now have more than 200 clubs
Nation wide. We are represented on every State fishing council, at Federal level, and on IGFA. Looking
back we can see that the hassles over constitutions and rules, even point scores, were part of the process
of developing sportfishing on a truly representative and wholly Australian basis.
One of the nicest thoughts is that many of those people who contributed to the forming of the
association are still with us today.
Vic McCristal
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The talk on the previous page was given by Vic at a Queensland State wide meeting held in Cairns,
(1988).
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National Chairman’s Report
As this will be my last report I will try and keep it short. Chances are I may not make it
to the AGM however I will be sure trying.
I have been a member of ANSA in my local club, Qld branch exec, and National exec
totalling about 47 years. My time in National started in 1983 when Queensland took
over management from N.S.W. I did have a break from National for three years from
1993 to 1996.
Here I am now in 2017 retiring from the National executive. Fairly long period for
anyone on a National board. After some forty years I am entitled to some long service
leave.
Many things have changed over the years, many changes in the people who try their
very best to run the association. I believe the current national board are extremely
dedicated to the job in keeping ANSA and the recreational fishing industry up to date
with all the ups and downs of the politics, both federal and state.
Need I say I wish the current and new executive all the very best for the future.
I must congratulate John for all the effort and time he puts into trying to keep the
recreational fishing industry alive and active especially on the federal front. His energy
and dedication to our cause is unmatched.
Other members of the board that have impressed me are Joe with his enthusiasm and
drive keeping the membership records and running ansaware shop.
Stan and his Angel Ring project throughout the whole of Australia will probably never
be matched again, the number of actual lives saved by his Australia wide project is
quite unbelievable, though it is hard to get any estimated numbers out of him.
The records are kept by three valued members, Ken, Phil, and Knut all work behind the
scenes with capture records and master’s records. Sue Malton looks after the financial
side of the association. The job is never over until the paperwork is done.
The web site is going well with some savings in hosting fees, we did pick up a couple of
sponsors who advertise on the site. Thanks to them for the assistance. The sounder
book by John Adams is a real beauty.
The web site averages at about 800 hits a month from mostly Australia however many
are from overseas countries. I have been keeping the site up to date for quite some
time. (since 1996), that may have to cease sometime in the future.
I was not able to attend the 50th anniversary on the formation of ANSA in Cairns
however I know John represented the board and spoke about the national executive,
the association and its future. I look forward to a report from John about all the
addresses and events.
I did manage to get to the wake of Vic McCristal, one of the founders of ANSA in
Cardwell a couple of years ago so missing the 50-year anniversary was not as
disappointing as it could have been. Meeting old friends again would have been quite a
joy for me as I knew most of the old Queensland members from years ago.
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As far as this Chairman’s report is concerned I have enjoyed the experience. The job
would have been much harder had the other members been any less than expected.
John has been the main exec member being able to meet all the main parties involved
in the recreational fishing industry. His involvement with the various bodies that liaise
directly to the ever-changing ministers has assisted recreational fishing greatly. Living
in Sydney means far less travel expenses than living in far north Queensland.
I feel the ANSA rule book should soon go only on the web site. The Printing and
postage of the books is a huge expense that saving could be used for more promotion of
ANSA.
This is something that should be looked into some time in the future.
I end this short report now and remember my last retirement report when I handed
over to Geoff Hawkins in 1993. I think my report went on for around seven pages.
To the incoming chairman and board members I wish you all the best for the future
and may you enjoy it as much as I have.
Thanks

Ron Poole
Chairman (Retired as from today)
ANSA National
M.0417787360
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National Executive Director’s Report
The 2016/17 year was once again a very busy year for ANSA at a National and State
level. There seems to be a never ending pattern of challenges to recreational fishing
and our fisheries that if left unchecked, the resultant outcomes will have dire
consequences for all current and future generations of recreational fishers.
It is impossible for ANSA to tackle all these threats and challenges alone and it is
imperative that all recreational peak bodies - state and national - which have
recreational fishing at heart, rally together and speak as one voice in advocating for the
promotion and protection of recreational fishing and preservation of the marine
environment and fish resources across all boundaries.
Nationally, we are indeed fortunate to be supported by the Australian Recreational
Fishing Foundation (ARFF). ANSA is a foundation member of this body and plays a
pivotal role in looking out for the national interests of recreational fishers and
engaging with government and the many government agencies that have influence and
say in the direction and management of our fisheries and the marine environment.
Via our membership involvement with ARFF we have access to and support from other
National and State bodies which include –
Australian Fishing Trade Association
Game Fishing Association of Australia
Australian Underwater Federation
Recfish Australia
Boating Industries Alliance Australia
Keep Australia Fishing
Recreational Fishing Alliance NSW
VR Fish Victoria
Sunfish Queensland
Recfish South Australia
Recfish West Australia
Tarfish Tasmania
AFANT Northern Territory
ANSA at a Branch level also has a direct relationship with many of the
abovementioned via their own membership of and representative voice on such
bodies. This multi layered level of representation ensures that ANSA’s voice is well
heard, respected and acted upon.
At a National level we also maintain a close working relationship with the Australian
Government, especially those on all sides within Federal parliament that have a
responsibility for the fishery and environment portfolios. We also have a professional
relationship with government agencies such as AFMA (Australian Fisheries
Management Authority), DAFF (Department of Agriculture Fisheries and Forestry),
DSEWPC (Department of Sustainability, Environment and Water), FRDC (Fisheries
Research Development Corporation), various State Departments of Primary Industries
(Fisheries) and numerous other agencies that have a nexus with fishing, boating, the
marine estate and environment. ANSA also maintains regular dialogue with politicians
of all persuasions at a Federal, State and Local government level.
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ANSA's long term membership relationship with IGFA also ensures that we have a
voice and an ally on the international scene. It is no easy task interacting with the
many differing factions that are putting recreational fishing in jeopardy but it is
gratifying how successful we can be as a collective voice by presenting well thought out
alternative scenarios and possible solutions in an objective and persuasive manner. It
is not surprising that within the ranks of government and those agencies that drive and
influence recreational fishing policy and outcomes there are many individuals who
themselves are recreational fishers and are behind the scene allies and supporters. We
need to seek out such individuals and others with a high public profile and a mind to
be helpful and supportive of recreational fishing causes.
We won't win on every issue and at times the best achievable outcome is preservation
of the status quo so that recreational fisher’s interests are not going backwards. Some
of the more significant issues that ANSA is actively involved with include –






Commonwealth Small Pelagic Fishery and industrial scale trawling
for SPF species. ANSA been at the forefront of the long and successful
national campaign to curtail the activities of large scale factory/ trawler vessels
in key recreational fishing locations. We have seen the departure of the Margiris
and the Geelong Star and more recently the scrapping of the proposal to Pair
Trawl NSW south coastal waters. This threat to our small pelagic fishery just
seems to keep resurrecting itself and we need to be constantly on the alert to
any new potential threat to exploit SPF species on an industrial scale. The clear
message is that the optimum socio economic use for SPF species is to just leave
them in the water.
Commonwealth Marine Reserves. After more than a decade of
deliberations and campaigning with Federal governments of all sides as well as
the Commonwealth Department of Environment, a revised draft plan of
management for the Coral Sea, Temperate East, South West, North West and
North marine reserves has finally been released for public consultation. This
latest draft plan is far more favourable to recreational fishing than any previous
plan released by the Labor or Coalition governments and has finally taken into
account the basic principle that recreational fishers should not be locked out of
the reserves without justifiable science. While it is true that we didn't get
everything we were asking for the revised plan does give recreational fishers a
vastly improved level of access, particularly in the Coral Sea and Northwest
reserves which were the main areas of contention. There is also considerable
scope for managed recreational fisher access to green protection zones under
the umbrella of citizen science and for artificial reefs and FADs to be located
within the reserves to compensate for loss of access to some established reef
areas etc. It is an imperative for all recreational fishers that we continue to
counter the campaign from the conservation lobby for these latest draft plans to
be overturned.
Resource sharing. A hot topic now that the IOTC (Indian Ocean Tuna
Commission) has set a 2018 deadline for the Australian Southern Bluefin Tuna
quota to include the catch taken by recreational fishers. This will require a
sharing of the SBT quota between the commercial and recreational fishing
sectors and will set an important precedent for the shared management of other
significant commercial fisheries at both a commonwealth and state level. How
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such a sharing arrangement can be facilitated and managed will be a major
challenge for all stakeholders including government.
Murray Darling Basin. With the recent revelation of alleged water theft and
corruption within the ranks of those responsible for management of MDB water
allocations it a grave concern that environmental flows of water intended for the
lower reaches of the MDB may not materialise. This is a major threat to those of
us that fish this river system and we need to ensure that measures are in place
to protect our inland river systems and the unique marine diversity that goes
hand in glove with these important river systems - put simply no water =no fish
habitat =no fish
White Spot Disease. To control the spread of this disease we have
successfully campaigned for tighter controls on the import of foreign prawn
product and the restriction on the sale of imported green prawn for bait and the
introduction of an education awareness program for recreational fishers on the
use of prawn baits.
No Netting. Successful campaigns in conjunction with State peak bodies to
reduce the impact of commercial net fishing on fish stocks via no netting
restrictions within bays and estuaries across several states – these campaigns
will continue
National Code of Practice for recreational fishing. A revised NCOP has
now been finalised and will shortly be released to the broad fishing public.
ANSA will be replacing its existing NCOP with the latest version.
Angel Rings. Ongoing roll out of the Angel Ring / Fishing Safety Education
project.
Gone Fishing Day. Initiation and ongoing development of Gone Fishing Day
on a national basis
Commonwealth Recreational Fishing Council. Government
acknowledgement of the need for an adequately resourced Commonwealth
Recreational Fishing Council to give recreational fishers the level of
representation and advocacy that aligns with the socio economic value of
recreational fishing
Representation. More equitable recreational fisher representation on
national and state bodies responsible for fishery and environmental
management and enhancement of the skill and knowledge base of recfisher
appointees
Economic Value. Support for the conduct of a national / state by state study
into the socio economic value of recreational fishing
Recognition of recreational fishing in Commonwealth and State Fisheries
Management Acts
Research. Support for enhanced investment in fisheries research and
recognition of the role and value of citizen science
Tagging. Support for the roll out of a tagging program in every State
Carp. Involvement in the rollout of the national campaign to eradicate carp
from our river systems and the restocking with native species
Grey Nurse Sharks. Ongoing involvement with the National Grey Nurse
management Plan
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Endangered Species. Ongoing opposition to international proposals to list
important shark and other game species as endangered or threatened rendering
recreational fisher interaction with such species illegal
Fishing Education. Engagement in the development and delivery of a
national recreational fishing education programme
Barrier Reef Protection. Support for the campaign to stop dredging of
Abbot Point and the dumping of spoil on the Great Barrier Reef to facilitate the
shipping of coal from the controversial Adani coal mine project
Contamination. Ongoing campaign to protect our marine environment from
industrial contamination. The most recent national threat being PFOS and
PFOA compounds associated with fire fighting foam used at military and public
airports. Impacts of marine seismic testing for oil and gas exploration have also
been challenged
Pump Screening. Support for the installation of mesh screens on inland
waterway irrigation pumps to minimise mortality impact on juvenile freshwater
fish species etc.
Platypus. Support for the campaign to introduce Platypus friendly yabby traps
State Issues. ANSA National is always ready to assist and support Branches
on any issue that has potential impact on its membership and fishing related
activities

ANSA is also at the leading edge of fish habitat preservation and rehabilitation
initiatives both nationally and at a state level via its membership of Ozfish Unlimited
and the NSW Fish Habitat Partnership. ANSA is a foundation member of both these
organisations whose charter is to lead the charge on projects and funding essential for
the rehabilitation and preservation of our national waterways and to rejuvenate fish
stocks back to levels they were in our grandparent's time - no mean feat but at least the
game has started.
2017 will also see ANSA celebrate its 50 year anniversary and ANSA National will be
collaborating with ANSA Qld to host a celebratory event cum conference in Cairns over
September 2017. This event will be open to all ANSA members – old and new and will
be a great opportunity for all of us to celebrate our achievements over the past 50
years and to look at what the future holds for ANSA and recreational fishing. Local
government requirements for establishment of a memorial at Cardwell for the late Vic
Mc Crystal and Eric Moller - foundation members of ANSA - will hopefully be
finalised in time for the celebrations. This would be a very fitting anniversary
achievement.
This is a once again a remarkable level of activity by a very small group of individuals
who also play vital roles in keeping ANSA at the forefront of recreational fishing by
ensuring that its sport fishing activities and member services are in tune with member
needs and for ANSA to be the organisation of choice for all recreational fishers. A
special thank you is extended to all on the National Executive and others who play
their part.

John Burgess
Executive Officer/ Director - ANSA National Ltd
Vice President - ANSA NSW Branch
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National Membership Director’s Report
ANSA National’s total membership at the year ending 30.6.2017 was 2667. This comprised of
New South Wales 1171, Queensland 562, Victoria 333, Western Australia 349, South Australia
220 and Tasmania 32. These numbers are down compared to last years membership tally of
2996. New South Wales membership decreased by 9. Queensland’s membership decreased by
312 members. South Australia’s membership increased by 56 members; Victoria’s
membership decreased by 53 members; Western Australia’s membership decreased by 24
members and Tasmania’s membership increased by 11 members. Overall ANSA National’s
membership decreased by 331 members nationally.
Branch census and membership forms are very important. Completing the census form
correctly and receving the quarterly membership by the due dates for each quarter is essential.
To date not all branch census forms have been received and our contact email database has not
been updated. I urge all States to update their committee contact details urgently. It is
imperative that a new census form be completed and submitted to ANSA National. This
ensures the flow of information is reaching the desired contacts in each State. Membership
form submissions by most States as a whole have not been received for the first quarter of the
2017/2018 year and are due on the 31st October 2017. The States are urged to get returns in on
time. If there are Branches that need any sort of assistance each quarter, please contact me and
collectively we can work things out.
If you are not receiving ANSA National information please contact me and I can sort this out
with you or your Branch or Club.
Promotion of ANSA at a National, Branch and Club level is a high priority, particularly as a
means of sourcing new members. ANSA National has its high quality promotional brochures.
These brochures have been avaliable for some time now. The brochures can be tailored to suit
the unique needs of individual Branches and Clubs. The brochures are avaliable free to
Branches and Clubs upon request. Contact me if you require a supply.
Other promotional material such as ANSA ware is still avaliable and is moving ahead in leaps
and bounds since the inception of online purchases and payments. ANSA National has plently
of stock so ensure your members know this. It’s just another way your State or Clubs within
your State can promote ANSA. There is plenty of stock of approved ANSA brag mats. All your
ANSA ware can be purchase online by simply visiting the “ANSA Shop” on our website at
www.ansa.com.au/shop/. No more forms or cheques.
Remember, ANSA ware can be used to promote ANSA and your club and serve as an effective
membership recruitment tool. Prices are very reasonable across the entire product range.
ANSA National’s website is traveling extremely well. The website address is www.ansa.com.au.
The ANSA National facebook page is traveling extremely well. The Facebook paged has over
900 likes and rising. This is an approximate 6% more likes than this time last year. Make sure
you promote the ANSA National Facebook page amongst your member clubs. The page itself
hits thousands of Facebook walls and is just another way ANSA is ensuring current
information and events can be communicated to its members nationally, whilst raising the
interests of those who are not yet ANSA members. Visit the ANSA National Facebook page at
www.facebook.com/ANSA.National.
Safe Fishing,

Joe Garufi
Membership Services Director
ANSA National
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National Safety Officer’s Report
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Stan Konstantaras
National Safety Officer
ANSA National
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National Recorder’s Report (Line Class)
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National Recorder’s Report (Trophy Length Only)
Another season has come to a close with a broad variety of species being submitted.
Unfortunately, for some unknown reason the number of record claims did decline to
only 19 as compared to 31 last year. Whether this decline is due to changing weather
and environmental factors or record size fish just becoming harder to capture or
whatever is impossible to say.
On a positive note all States did submit record claims over 2016/17. NSW lead the field
with 6, followed by Qld 5, SA 5, WA 2 and Vic 1. This season 8 of the fish were released
and 11 kept for personal consumption. The fish that were kept were top quality table
fish so there was no evidence of wastage.
Two outstanding captures were Paul Newman’s 960cm Saddletail Snapper and Phil
Hammon’s 1070cm Giant Herring.
There have been some problems with the measuring process and members are
reminded of the need to lay the fish flat on the measuring device and the tail must lay
in a natural state.
Congratulations to all who achieved National Records and I look forward to receiving
more claims this season.
Good Fishing.
Ken Johnson
National Trophy Length Recorder
Kfish1955@bigpond.com
0417114103

Ken Johnson – Ocean Mangro Jack 850.00mm (5.41kg)
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National Masters Keeper Report
This year has seen a drop in the number of claims submitted, but it is pleasing to see
an increase in the number of Junior and Sub Junior claims that represents 18% of all
2017 claims.
The claims this year are in four main divisions being Sportfishing, Game Fishing, All
Tackle and All Tackle Specie. Four States have provided claims being NSW, Qld, SA
and WA.
These are represented in the tables below.
Sportfishing
State
Angler
Award Number of anglers
NSW
Junior
10
1
WA
Junior
10
2
WA
Senior
10
1
WA Sub Junior
10
1
Game Fishing
State
NSW
NSW
NSW
Qld
WA

Angler
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Junior

Award Number of anglers
10
1
20
1
30
1
10
2
10
1
All Tackle

State
NSW
Qld
Qld
Qld

Angler
Award Number of anglers
Senior
10
2
Senior
10
1
Senior
20
1
Senior
40
1
Length Based Specie

State
NSW
Qld
Qld
SA
SA

Angler
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior

Award
50
10
10
10
10

Specie
Shark Dusky Whaler
Bream Black
Bream Picky
Cod Murray
Redfish Bight

It will be an interesting concept that when IGFA introduces the Annual Fishing
Contest, whether it may be able to be incorporated into the ANSA system, in
particular, with regards to Masters Awards.
Knut Gassmanis
Master Keeper
ANSA National
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ANSA New South Wales Report
As another has come to a close the delicate art of negotiating recreational fishing access
continues as it has for the previous few years. Negotiating is a better word than “fight” in this
reports context as we try and stay positive and upbeat, but such negotiations take up an
incredible amount of our time at ANSA NSW and the other dual roles the ANSA NSW
Executive have taken up. Roles at the Recreational Fishing Alliance of NSW, ANSA National,
Australian Recreational Fishing Foundation, State and Federal government appointed
committees and the list goes on and essentially these are all underpinned by a common theme
– retaining recreational fishing access to the water, land and resource.
Whilst we are faced with losing access in our state and commonwealth waters due to marine
parks and sanctuary zones, gates and fences in our state national parks and along our rivers we
are also losing the fight to social media and the instant gratification that the world seems to
have embraced. Put a picture of a great fish up and get 1,000,000 hits and 100,000 questions
on where, how, what lure, what boat, what tide and give me your spot in the ultimate
presumptuous request. Put a story up of a fishing spot that is about to closed and get a luke
warm response at best. This is where associations like ANSA NSW have taken up the slack and
used its clubs and influence to lobby, petition and just about bang on the doors to keep these
spots open. Clubs have and will always be the most coordinated avenue to respond to these
threats.
Why the lesson in fishing interaction and its evolution and its effects on groups like ANSA
NSW – I continue to hear that clubs these days cannot compete with the millions of fishing
groups that social media has created. Yes I agree we need to evolve as an association but we
should never lose sight of the fact that just because you belong to 1, 10 or 100 fishing groups on
social media means nothing to most of us at ANSA NSW unless you are willing to roll your
sleeves up and do the dirty work that the ANSA NSW clubs continue to do. It’s not glamorous
writing letters or attending meetings, workshops and consultative groups but it is what it takes
to keep our access unhindered to the resource, land and water we fish on and in.
In the NSW scene specifically we have been actively engaged with issues such as:










Ongoing lobbying for NSW government recognition of the RFA NSW as the official
State peak body for all NSW recreational fishers
Engagement in plans for creation of a Hawkesbury Bioregion Marine Park - including a
Sydney Harbour marine park and a campaign for the Harbour be declared a
recreational fishing haven
Lobbying for no netting in the Hawkesbury, Shoalhaven and Tuggerah Lakes and for
these waterways to be declared recreational fishing havens
Continued pressure on agencies such as the EPA, Sydney Water and Councils for the
detection and prosecution of offenders for water contamination and fish kill events and
also for financial penalties when imposed by the Land and Environment Court to be
directed into local habitat rehabilitation and other fishery related projects rather than
consolidated revenue. Already we have potentially secured $200000 for extension of
the DPI Mulloway stocking program in Botany Bay from such penalties.
Pursuing financial offsets for loss of recreational fishing access. It is our goal to build
upon the $5mill for loss of fishing access within Botany Bay which is earmarked for the
installation of 2 additional artificial reefs off Southern Sydney and other recreational
fishing amenities.
A watching brief on the draconian "on Street" boat trailer parking regulations which
now effectively restrict parking on public streets for a maximum of 28 days across
NSW. While only a small number of councils across Sydney are running pilots of this
restrictive practice all boat owners and the boating industry should be very concerned if
this discriminatory regulation is adopted state wide.
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Campaign to ensure that recreational fishers are not unjustly prohibited from fishing
off public jetties and wharves
Engagement with relevant authorities concerning the regulatory requirements for
compulsory wearing of lifejackets by rock fishers. While there is considerable merit in
having rock fishers wear lifejackets it is critically important that the type of jacket to be
worn is of a recognised Australian standard that is specific and tailored for rock fishing
use
Continued rollout of the Angel Ring programme and safe fishing awareness/ education
Expansion of the ANSA NSW Newtag programme
Support for the installation of mesh screens on inland waterway irrigation pumps to
minimise mortality impact on juvenile freshwater fish species etc.
Support for the campaign to introduce Platypus friendly yabby traps
Involvement and input into the ongoing review of NSW commercial fishing

I know I have fished for 45 of my almost 50 years and hope to keep doing it till I can’t, but I
also know my own fishing club has opened up my eyes to what is going on around us,
increased my fishing opportunities 100 times over and built friendships that social media
cannot. Keep this in mind and join ANSA NSW in 2017 / 2018 is building bigger and stronger
fishing clubs as beacons in preserving and bettering our fishery in NSW.
Tight Lines,

Stan Konstantaras
President
ANSA New South Wales
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ANSA Queensland Report
Recognising our great legacy
It is with great pride that I present to you the 50th President’s report for ANSA QLD. It
is a humbling experience to lead such a vibrant cohort of clubs and associated
members. At this point in our journey as a diverse group of angling enthusiasts, it
makes sense to formally recognise the tireless efforts of past and present volunteers. In
the last 5 decades
this dedicated
group have shaped,
defined and

Nathan Johnston-President, Adam Royle-Vice President, Andrew
Doherty-Treasurer, David Little- Secretary, Beau Britton- Recorder,
Madeleine Doherty- Convener, Bob Dover- Tagging Officer

reinvented what it
means to be socially, ethically and environmentally responsible sportfishers.
If I were to list the people who have shaped the organisation as it stands today, then
this report would become more of a novel than it is already! However, it would be
remiss of me not to pay homage to the late Vic McCristal. A recent reading of his book,
The Rivers and The Sea has confirmed the central role this great man played in
shaping the formative years of ANSA. His writings provide insight to an individual
whose ideals were ahead of the times. He cut to the heart of many issues that deep
thinking philosophical anglers ponder even to this day. In his honour this year we
have established the Vic McCristal Sportfishing Writers scholarship to nurture the next
cohort of deep thinking writers.
With half a century of operation under our belt, we as ANSA members have a great
legacy to draw upon. This is no mean feat in an age of instant gratification, instant
social connection and constantly changing social dynamics. New social fishing groups
with slick marketing campaigns are attracting young anglers. They tick the boxes in
building initial hype, but these groups will need to grow and evolve to survive the
honeymoon period, let alone 10 to 20 years. And yet they are not alone.
If we are to survive and thrive for the next half century, ANSA QLD must also be
willing to grow and evolve as an organisation of clubs and members in order to appeal
to the younger anglers. At the same time, we can’t afford to lose sight of our core
values. One of the founding ANSA members, the late George Bryden Snr, is credited
with the ANSA motto Sport-Conservation-Integrity. Each element is seen as being
equally important, with conservation being central to all our fishing. These core values
are as relevant for anglers today as when they were penned half a century ago and they
serve as our anchors in oceans of upheaval and our compass in seas of uncertainty.
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Technology fit for the modern day angler
With our core values in mind there is enormous opportunity in setting our course in
the future and this is front of mind for the ANSA QLD executive. In this last year, our
online fish capture submissions and automated leaderboards became a reality. Any
ANSA QLD member can now submit a fish capture and be assessed for all ANSA QLD
awards and competitions, with the exception of line class records, which need to be
manually submitted because they require more specific information for verification.
This online automated fish capture and recognition platform is a game changer for
ANSA QLD and our associated clubs and members. There are many positive outcomes,
with instant recognition being one and heavily reduced administration another. You
can now load a fish capture and this will be automatically assessed and added to the
various fish capture and tagging leader boards within 5 minutes of submission. You
and your clubs can then actively promote this internally and on social media. This
allows for the instant recognition, which is not only desired, but expected in our
technologically savvy angling society.
This platform is a huge administration timesaver, and we need it to be! As more
members begin using and enjoying the participation and recognition benefits
associated with the platform, the system must be able to cope with these increases in
fish capture submissions. Already an average of 50 fish captures are now being
submitted weekly and this figure is likely to continue to grow as we promote active
participation. The manual process of assessing, verifying and updating records and
leaderboards by a volunteer recorder would already have reached capacity several
times over.
Certificates for awards and recaptures of tagged fish are also now in the process of
being automatically created and emailed to deserving recipients. This is another
benefit of the system and ticks the box of instant recognition. As our monitoring and
tagging program grows in momentum, recaptures are beginning to come through. The
tag recapture certificates are generated and sent to the recapturer within 24 hours of
submission. An email notification also goes to the tagger along with a weblink to the
online recapture record.
Over 80 trophy fish achievement awards were created and distributed recently without
the direct manual input of the ANSA QLD executive and this will now continue to
occur automatically after verification on 31 July each year.
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With all this automation, one would think that a recorder role is no longer required!
This could not be further from the truth as we must continue to maintain integrity of
process. All of these submissions need verification and ANSA QLD will continue to
take verification seriously. This is why it is a requirement to submit photos of fish to be
eligible for all of our awards except tagging. As a minimum, awards based on the
length of the fish require a photo on a measuring mat and awards based on the species
of fish require either a photo with the angler or on a measure. As the state body
overseeing the assessment, granting and promotion of these awards, we must take this
role and the integrity of the system seriously to ensure the recognition is deserving and
sought after by participating anglers.
We also have a rich history of past fishing achievements and these will need to be
progressively consolidated and drawn through to this system. This activity won’t
happen magically on its own and is a priority task for the next two years. An enduring
record provides recognition of an anglers’ sportfishing achievements and is major
drawcard of long-lasting sporting organisations like ANSA.
All of your fishing captures and achievements matter and now ANSA QLD has created
a space for you to access this information. Taking this one step further, logging your
past fishing captures can also help to unlock future fishing successes. Already your
capture records are at your fingertips in one place with dates, locations, species and
sizes. This is the first step in collecting valuable capture observations. In future years
ANSA QLD will add to this by building other components so that you have a
comprehensive online fishing diary at your fingertips. In a time poor world, our goal is
to provide you with an integrated solution that rewards your meritorious captures, aids
your contribution to citizen science and creates your personal fishing diary.
My Challenge to every member of ANSA QLD both here today and back at home is to
try the system! You will find it is easy to use and has a really small learning curve. Once
you have tried it, I feel sure that you will want to use it again and again.
Fast and efficient financial transactions are critical to procurement and enable timely
provision of services and benefits to clubs and members. In March 2017, ANSA QLD
transitioned from cheques to online banking for payments via two step verification.
Before this time, many general ANSA QLD expenses were paid for personally and then
reimbursed. This approach was not best practice and unwieldy and it has been a relief
to migrate to online transfers for a majority of our expenditure.
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Refining our angling practices for the future
Importantly we have already moved away from the need to kill a fish in order to
receive ANSA QLD awards and formal recognition. As ANSA QLD we endorse and will
actively promote keeping of fish for a feed, with the emphasis being on an angler being
able to choose which fish to keep without being clouded by a desire to secure ANSA
QLD awards and associated recognition. We will continue to encourage the taking of
fish for a feed only where it is sustainable to do so. On the surface this may seem a
contradiction, however the strategy is vital to our ongoing existence. It is our moral
obligation that ANSA QLD systems do not require the unnecessary killing or harming
of fish in order to tick a box to secure an award. We have moved away from promoting
line class awards as part of this strategy until a comprehensive length to weight system
is introduced in future years that provides every angler vying to secure this kind of
ANSA QLD award with an option to release the fish.
The practice of catch and release fishing is coming under increasing scrutiny by animal
rights groups. They are well funded and capable of changing the non-anglers point of
view. Once you start moving the people in a direction you can bet the weak minded
politician will follow no matter whether their arguments are factual or emotional clap
trap. We have two options, either we can continue to career blindly into the iceberg of
social and political correctness or accept that we must continue to find solutions both
as individuals and organisations. Encouraging and promoting the active choice for
anglers to either release fish or take home a feed when fishing at ANSA QLD
competitions is one adjustment. This strategy is used in the Corio Bay Classic, run by
the Keppel Bay Sportfishing Club and open to the public. In this competition anglers
don’t need to weigh in fish to win, but are encouraged to make a personal choice to
either release the fish or keep them for food. In 2017 anglers caught 166 fish in this one
day event and released 84% of the legal sized fish caught. Offering flexibility and
choice also encourages wider participation.
In the coming years it is the catch and release style tournaments who are potentially
going to struggle the most with this scrutiny. For ANSA QLD, we can largely avoid the
impending storm with another simple, yet strategic adjustment. We are already
moving to ensure all ANSA QLD and club run catch and release competitions also
contain a fisheries citizen science data collection element. A good example is the tag-atoga event run by Kingaroy Sportfishing Club. This event is catch and release, with
records collected on all fish caught for monitoring and tagging restricted to Saratoga.
Capture data is then submitted to ANSA QLD’s online fish capture platform, ready for
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fishery assessment and analysis. This event is not only fun and social, but is also
collecting valuable data to aid in better understanding and management of the fishery.
The ANSA QLD online fish capture database, monitoring programs and pink tags are
important enablers in this citizen science data collection strategy.
Our work as the Executive
In the first year of our tenure, we spent our efforts stabilising this great organisation
and getting the basics right. Our second year has seen a focus on the Aussie Sportfisher
Conference and celebrating 50 years of ANSA. The 50 year milestone is an opportunity
to reflect and assess the fishing opportunities and experiences we offer and to make
conscious adjustments to ensure we are providing something for every life stage of an
angler, paying particular attention to nurturing angling families and retirees. The
rationale behind this is that market is saturated when it comes to events for young
adults and tournament competitive anglers. Honing in on experiences and
opportunities for families and retirees also makes sense as this is the demographic
most highly represented in our current membership.
I will gladly nominate again for the role of President if the state council considers me a
suitable candidate and are happy with our direction. In the year ahead our objectives
are to enrich and deepen angler experiences, offer something for every walk of life and
give members opportunity to connect, learn and exchange ideas around the common
theme of sportfishing. The year ahead provides opportunity for ANSA QLD and our
associated clubs to create and revitalise fishing opportunities and experiences. For
ANSA QLD, these include annual tours like the Hinchinbrook expedition that kicks off
on Tuesday and a Cape York trip in the June/July school holidays next year.
We are also looking forward to working in conjunction with Ipswich United
Sportfishing Club to host an Interclub Fishing competition in SEQ sometime during
the first half of 2018 and working with Bundaberg SFC to host the Statewide AGM and
associated fishing activities at Burnett Heads, Bundaberg during school holidays from
28th – 30th September 2018.
It’s Sunday afternoon, and that’s very important because we are wrapping up the
formal part of our 50 year celebration and going fishing! Fishing is the very reason our
organisation and member clubs exist and so we must elevate fishing and socialising
together as our highest priority activity.
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In closing, I look forward to the year ahead and recognise and thank my wife for her
support and help during a very busy year. Thank you Amanda! I would like to offer my
thanks and appreciation to the members of the Executive for their hard work and
dedication, thanks Team.
Finally and most importantly I would like to thank each and every member of ANSAQ
for their passion of our sport and their trust to allow me to represent them. I would
like to single out those members who give up their time and become part of their clubs
executive or volunteer their time for the benefit of others. A truly magnificent effortgive yourselves a big clap.

Going Fishing
Nathan Johnston
President, ANSA QLD
31/08/2017
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ANSA South Australia Report
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ANSA Tasmania Report
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ANSA Victoria Report
Well 12 months seems to be going by quicker each year, it also feels like there is always
much more to achieve. This year has seen much happening on the Recreational fishers
front, with a date of expiry for netting within Port Phillip Bay, the ongoing fight for
water to Toolondo, the emergence of a Swordfish fishery on the East coast of Victoria.
Whilst all the mentioned topics at this stage seem to be very active with many angling
groups we at ANSA Victoria will continue to play our roll with making sure we secure a
future for us and our beloved fishery.
Of a concern is memberships decreased again in 2016/2017. This is disappointing
when we find that we had 100 more members in 2013/14. So again we stress the
importance for us all to promote and encourage other fisher’s to join ANSA or form a
new ANSA club otherwise we risk the demise of ANSA in Victoria.
All Conventions this year again well supported with good numbers in attendance. The
competition was hotly contested, so congratulation to all who attended throughout the
year. This year we are pleased to confirm that the Portland Sportfishing Club has put
their hand up to run a length only, catch and release Convention at Nelson on the
Glenleg River. The State Executive congratulates the Portland Sportfishing Club and
urges all members to support this convention.
The executive have applied for and have received some grant money from the Stronger
Fishing Clubs Grant Program to run an advertising program in the Victorian Monthly
Magazine to help promote ANSA Victoria, as part of the advertising program we have
been encouraged to provide information that could be used in an editorial in the
magazine which is a great way to promote our organisation. So we will need all
convention clubs to help with photos and written information to assist. The first add
will appear in the October edition, and run for twelve months. Also if any club has an
event they would like to promote or provide information on an event that has
happened, and then please provide information and photos to help promote ANSA
Victoria.
ANSA Victoria has been very instrumental in convincing the government to install a
boat ramp in the Maribyrnong River near the Flemington Racecourse for recreational
anglers.
Regards
Kevin Hunter
Secretary
ANSA Victoria
Email: ansavic@bigpond.com
Phone: 03 52435703
Mobile: 0408108451
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ANSA Western Australia Report
Clubs and member numbers have remained static this year with the new members
balanced out by members that move on from clubs.
NBSC remains the largest club in the West followed by CPBA and KOAC with a handful
of members.
Our State recorder from NBSC has had a very busy year with record claims;
A Total of 90 state records have been processed successfully.
A Total of 88 National records processed and claimed.
We also had 3 Sportfishing Masters claims and 1 Game-fishing masters claim along
with 2 submissions for 20 species Sportfishing Masters claims. One of these was for a
junior and one for sub junior.
Individually listed claims;
Toby Mason,
17 State and 16 National claims.
Chloe Hornhardt, 12 State and National claims.
Jessie Hornhardt, 19 State and National claims.
Max Grasso,
26 State and National claims.

Westag in 2016-17
Westag tagging and fishing trip highlights for the year were:
A total of over 1,040 taggers have now participated in Westag and 870 fishers have
reported the recapture of a tagged fish.
Total tagged fish in the database is now over 36,600 and over 1,320 recaptures. Key
species tagged with recapture rates were Samson fish 10,060 (2.5%), Barramundi
4,080 (3.4%), Mangrove Jack 3,950 (3.1%), West Australian Dhufish 2,000 (9.5%) and
Sailfish 1,880 (0.1%).
Tagging effort and interest is still growing, now extending from Kununurra in the
North to Albany in the South. The successful application for funding through RFW
meant we could develop some products for our members and acquire a reasonable
stock of tags for the year.
The rollout of the Info-Fish tagging App will assist in data input and ease of use for all
members involved.
The years ahead will be a challenge, maintaining input for the clubs and provide
meaning for the club to be part of the ANSA organisation. Continual input to
formulating grant applications for workshops and citizen science related projects to
stimulate club interest.
A basic agreement with RFW to establish the tagging register for WA was rewarding
and will be our next year’s work.
Steve Wiseman
President
ANSA Western Australia
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